
ringtones?
On my last phone I could set ringtones for each caller if I
wished. I could also download ringtones (usually for some
nominal cost, but I never did that). On the new phone I can
make my own ringtones. I can record something and set that to
be  a  ringtone.  Bits  and  pieces  of  MP3  files  can  become
ringtones. The only limitation I can see is my very fertile
imagination  and  the  time  I  would  need  to  spend  on  each
ringtone.

I thought of recording each daughter saying “Hey Dad it’s
me.”, but then I remembered that over the phone they all have
similar vocal characteristics. I could record myself telling
me which daughter is calling, but then anyone within earshot
would know which daughter is calling me. Interesting concept,
but not enough imagination yet.

I guess I could do my Stitch or Bullwinkle impersonations and
make a slightly different message for each daughter. Maybe,
maybe???

I could find bits of their favorite songs and set those as
ringtones. One daughter is very, very easy to pick — Anything
Star Wars or Frogs. I don’t think I’ve heard any phone that
rings with a Bullfrog croak. Dogs barking for the young Vet
Tech student?
Something that sounds tropical for the daughter in Florida? Or
maybe the sound of a zoo, since I hear she has the start of
one. And the oldest, hmm?? I will need to think on that one.

I currently have some picked out, so I can recognize some of
my callers, but what about friends? Should each friend have
their own ringtone? Should I group some friends together?
Group my work contacts together? Have some annoying default
tone for anyone not on my contact list? The choices seem to be
endless, but I will get tired of this soon.

https://www.tangents.org/thoughts-on-life/ringtones/


Do you want to have you’re own ringtone. What would it be?


